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MUSIC MARKETING FOR THE  DIGITAL ERA

MySpace is dead. Long live 
Myspace. Finally emerging 
yesterday (15/01/13) from 
invite-only beta, new Myspace 
(referred to throughout with a 
lowercase ‘s’) is hoping to right 
the wrongs of old MySpace 
(referred to throughout with 
an uppercase ‘S’) and the brand 
damage it sustained during the 
Murdoch years. Its owners are 
talking a good fight and the UI is 
light years ahead of what it was, 
but is this enough to draw back 
users and reignite its relevance? 
It is using music as its new 
hook so we spoke to labels and 
marketers to gauge what they 
thought and, more importantly, 
if they will back the site at the 
point where it most needs them. 

Myspace oddity: the difficult second act
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continued…

MySpace 1.0’s ignominious grind to a 
Murdoch-backed halt can make it hard to 
remember just what a revelation the social 
network was for bands when it first came to 
prominence midway through the last decade.

Here, after all, was a place where bands could 
upload their music online – when “online” still 
meant something special – for anyone in the 
world to hear, with no knowledge of coding 
or HTML and with no money to pay out. 

Seven years ago this was a really big thing 
and, if the success of the so-called “MySpace 
artists” like Lily Allen or Arctic Monkeys was 
always to be taken with a considerable pinch 
of salt, the tag nevertheless reflected the 
feverish public interest in MySpace as a new 
kind of promotional tool for bands.

Given the incredible importance that 
MySpace had for a whole generation of 

bands, it is not inconceivable that if the 
company had continued to innovate – rather 
than letting the site degenerate into a slow, 
buggy mess – we would still be talking 
about MySpace as the most important social 
network in the world (rather than the upstart 
with a history that we consider today, as new 
owner Specific Media gears up for the launch 
of the “new Myspace”).

The needle has moved: surveying the 
post-MySpace landscape

Of course, much of the success that MySpace 
had in the mid-Noughties came from an 
overall lack of competition: in 2005 there 
was no SoundCloud for your audio; YouTube 
was in its infancy; and Facebook had only just 
dropped “The” from its name. Where else, 
then, would a young band go to promote 
themselves online? Friendster?

In 2013 things are very 
different: there are many – 
some would say too many 
– spaces (pun intended) 
for bands to promote 
themselves online, each 
offering a very specific 
service, from selling tickets 
to watching video. And 
it this disparity that the 
new Myspace (a capital “s” 
being very 2007) wants 

to combat, as it sets itself up as “the social 
network for music”. 

“Artists are really tired of sending their fans 
over to one platform to listen to music, 
another to watch a social stream, and 
others to watch videos, buy merchandise or 
purchase tickets,” CEO Tim Vanderhook told 
Music Ally in December. “They really are just 
looking for a home, and we try to be that for 
artists.”

This, you have to admit, is a pretty audacious 
goal and one that Music Ally decided to test 
out from an artist’s perspective.

First impressions

The first thing to note about the new site, 
which is still in beta, is that the design 
seems vastly improved compared to the old, 
buggy MySpace. Setting up an artist profile, 
including pictures and biog, and uploading a 
couple of songs (which can be in WAV, MP3, 
AIF, FLAC and AAC, up to a maximum of 
1GB) takes 10 minutes. You can then create 
an album or add a link to a video. Browse 
around the site and other people’s profiles 
load quickly. So far, so good.

And then what? What can I do to promote 
my band on the new Myspace? It’s a good 
question: naturally you can connect with 
other people, listen to their music, check 
out their videos etc. But there’s not much 

evidence of life on the site, as things stand. 
Worse, there is little that screams “new 
Myspace” to get people coming back to the 
site.

You get the impression that mixes were 
intended to fulfil this role. Much has been 
made of the ability to create mixes – 
essentially playlists created by dragging songs 
from the main window to a pop-up bar at 
the bottom of the screen – on new Myspace 
and it is pretty fun to do, while tying into the 
site’s focus on music discovery. What’s more, 
the artist mix has long been an established 
promotional tool for acts of all stripes, 
showing off their eclectic tastes and even 
serving as a showcase for new music. 

But Myspace mixes just don’t quite work – at 
least not in their current form. For a start, they 
can only include music which is already on the 
site, so if an artist wants to include a teaser 
of a new tune they will have to upload it to 
their profile, rather dampening the mystery 
of a good mix. Also, there is no space for 
artists to show off their DJing skills (especially 
post-Turntable.fm), which means that mixes 
function more as bog-standard playlists. And 
finally, unlike on SoundCloud, say, the mixes 
can’t be downloaded, making them a very 
static experience. It is a failure that seems 
rather symptomatic of the new site.

“The big fail for me [of new Myspace] is simply 
that I’m not finding myself drawn to the place,” 
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says Motive Unknown’s Darren Hemmings. 
“For all its features, there’s nothing there yet 
to keep me coming back – and that’s a big 
problem.”

Sony Music UK director of digital services 
Daniel Ayers adds, “I haven’t spent a lot of 
time in the new Myspace as a user – but I 
guess I’m not sure why I should or would. 
Personally I prefer to get my content from 
specialist sources – e.g. music from Spotify, 
video from YouTube, social updates on 
Facebook, photos on Instagram, news/
nonsense on Twitter, etc. Having all that 
on one site is not unappealing, but it’s not 
appealing enough to make me change my 
behaviour.”

Killer features or killing itself?

This, then, may be key to the success 
or otherwise of the new Myspace as a 
promotional space for bands: barring a killer 
application that is released before the site 
comes out of beta (of which more later), its 
main appeal lies in convenience, gathering 
all those different online musical services 
into one space for artists. This in itself is 
no bad idea: there is evidence of fatigue 
among bands at having to update an ever-
increasing number of online sites whenever 
they so much as release a new demo. But the 
argument falls down on three key points.

Firstly, by setting its focus so widely, Myspace 
risks being a jack of all trades, master 
of none: SoundCloud is better for audio; 
YouTube is better for video and Instagram 
is better for pictures. “The presumed 
convenience isn’t enough – so it would have 
to provide a significantly better experience in 
at least half those areas,” explains Ayers.

Secondly, most bands already have accounts 
with these online services, so unless they 
want to risk neglecting the audience 
they have built up on SoundCloud (which 
may be very different from the kind of 
generalist audience who would go to the 
new Myspace), then the new site adds to, 
rather than detracts from, their workload. 
Admittedly, a new Myspace account will 
supersede a band’s old MySpace but then 
most of these have been left untended 
anyway in the move towards Facebook, 
Twitter etc. 

New bands, it is true, could benefit from the 
all-in-one convenience that the new Myspace 
offers. But sticking all of your eggs in one 
basket in this way will be highly risky until the 
site builds up some kind of momentum and 
actually becomes a destination for music. 

Finally, there are already a number of existing 
services, from BandPage to OneSheet, 
that deal with the proliferation of digital 
platforms, offering artists one-stop-shops 
for online promotion that update existing 

sites from a central hub. 
And they really do save 
time, mainly by plugging 
into services that artists 
already use.

Then there’s the problem 
of the Myspace name. 
Simply put, the Murdoch 
years dragged MySpace 
through such a whirlwind 
of muck and opprobrium 
that when Specific Media 
bought the site for just 
$35m in 2011 the surprise 
wasn’t so much that they got such a bargain 
(News Corp. had paid $580m for it in 2005), 
more that there were any buyers at all for 
what seemed a hopelessly damaged brand 
and out-dated product. 

Resuscitating the brand

This may seem unreasonable but it is simply 
the way that the fast-moving tech and social 
media world works: witness, for example, 
the incredibly scornful reviews that the new 
Myspace has already received, with Gizmodo 
headlining its own critique “Just Die Already”. 
Myspace seems like an embarrassment, a 
youthful love affair that has refused to grow 
up. And no one wants to be reminded of that.

In social media, the platform arguably 
counts for as much as the content. Facebook 

is neutral thanks to its ubiquity; new 
services like Pinterest and Tumblr enjoy 
an initial period of fashionability; and a 
Google+ account is as cool as a degree in 
accountancy. An old, unfashionable name 
like Myspace will inevitably face an uphill 
struggle for as long as it remains linked in the 
public imagination to that 2005 boom, no 
matter how much investor Justin Timberlake 
trumpets its wares. And this infamy will, in 
turn, reflect badly on bands that set up new 
Myspace profiles.

This does not mean, however, that the new 
Myspace will inevitably fail. For a start, 
as Ayers points out the site still has good 
reach and its search ranking is high. “So 
I’m sure the labels will support them with 
co-promotions,” he says. “It doesn’t take a 
massive leap of imagination to see Myspace 
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getting involved with the release of the next 
Justin Timberlake record, for example.” 
Which it has.

What’s more, there is a surprisingly large 
amount of goodwill among the music 
industry for Myspace’s new owners and 
a wish to see them succeed. “I like it [new 
Myspace] and I like the guys who bought 
it – they talk very passionately about the 
Myspace brand and their love of music,” says 
Universal Music UK director of digital, Paul 
Smernicki. “I think it’s a return to great design 
and early artist feedback is very positive.”

EMI UK’s VP of digital Dan Duncombe adds, 
“I love the idea and really want it to work. I 
met the Vanderhook guys [Tim and Chris 
Vanderhook, CEO and COO of Myspace 

respectively] and their vision is great.” 

This is good news indeed for a service that 
sets so much stall in music and, while the 
backing of the music industry does not 
guarantee success, it should help to ensure 
a steady stream of content, exclusives, 
promotion and even, at a push, advertising 
for the new Myspace, helping to build that all-
important momentum. And this, in turn, will 
help out new bands on the service, who can 
piggyback on the traffic theoretically created.

All is not lost. Not quite, anyway… 

Amid all the criticism, too, we should not 
forget that new Myspace has just come 
out of beta. Flaws should be ironed out 
and, as the service continues to open up 

to new users, it will 
inevitably become 
more dynamic 
and attractive. The 
opportunity for artists 
to sell merchandise 
and tickets via the 
new Myspace, as CEO 
Tim Vanderhook has 
implied is coming, 
should also prove a 
major selling point 
for the service and it 
remains to be seen 

what it will offer in terms of analytics, too.

What is more, one of the most intriguing 
aspects of the new Myspace is yet to go live: 
Spaces. This, according to Myspace, consists 
of “curated apps and tools aimed to support 
your creative pursuits, help you express 
yourself, or just to read and entertain” – it is, 
essentially, a mixture of tools to allow artists 
make better use of the site to connect with 
fans and to help brands create consumer-
facing apps, much like Spotify offers. Such 
an approach has already proved popular for 
Spotify and it could ultimately give birth to 
the killer app that will give new Myspace its 
momentum. 

For the moment, though, it is hard to 
wholeheartedly recommend new Myspace 
for artist use. What it does, it does well 
enough. But this simply isn’t enough as 
things stands to drive user interest. That said, 
it’s easy enough to set up a new Myspace 
profile, so bands might as well, more for what 
the service could become rather than what 
it is – adding Myspace to their Facebook, 
Twitter, SoundCloud and Instagram accounts 
in the great online promotional mess. 

New Myspace may have its uses. But then 
“you might as well” is hardly a sparking 
recommendation.
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Pros

Music is the top priority for the new •	
Myspace, which means that the new 
owners should, theoretically, do all they 
can to attract bands.

Creating a profile and uploading music  •	
is easy.

Myspace still has good reach and search •	
ranking.

Eventual plans to sell tickets and •	
merchandise could be a boon for new 
acts.

The Myspace name is well known •	
globally.

Cons

Many beta users have struggled to work •	
out what, exactly, the new Myspace is for 
and what its killer app is.

The new Myspace is a jack of all trades, •	
master of none; there’s nothing here 
(at least not for the moment) that other 
specialist services don’t do better.

Mixes seem like an opportunity missed.•	

Navigation can be tricky.•	

The Myspace name is, for many users, •	
social media dirt.
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CAMPAIGNS:  
The latest projects from the digital marketing arena

One Direction home
Bring Me To 1D was a two-month 
global campaign where fans 
could win ‘Go1den Tickets’ to 
One Direction’s sold out show 
at Madison Square Garden at 
the beginning of December. The 
Go1den Ticket winners were 
flown to New York with a friend 
and a parent to see the gig and 
then given the opportunity the 
following day to meet the band. 
A mini-series was released just 
before Christmas that documents 
the stories of some of the winners. 

Fans from over 40 countries won Go1den 
Tickets, where each country hosting had its 
own competition and entry requirements. 
For example, Norwegian fans had to get 
as many people as possible to say “I love 
One Direction” and film it. The best video 
would then be broadcast on Norwegian 
TV channel TV2. The video competition 
led to the involvement of Norwegian 
celebrities, mayors and entire football stands 
participating, all saying “I love One Direction”. 

New Zealand fans had to find One Direction 
dolls while Japanese fans made One 
Direction dim sum, all to win a Go1den Ticket.

An estimated 200k people took part in 
the campaign and over 1.5k videos were 
submitted. 

As you would expect with any One Direction 
campaign, there was a huge amount of 
engagement worldwide. Syco Music passed 
on some stats about the campaign:

•	 over half a million hashtags were directly 
associated with #MSG and #BM21D over a 
five-day period, with over 150k of these for 
#MSG compared to its usual 15k.

•	 the One Direction Twitter handle also had 
more than 100k mentions on the day of 
the event

• combined with the One Big Countdown, 
the website has had its biggest volume of 
traffic for the whole year (The Bring Me To 
1D campaign landing page on the site has 
received over 1.5m views)

•	 1.7M Google search results for the correct 
spelling of Go1Den Ticket

Another impressive stat is that during the 
campaign there was double the amount 
of new Facebook likes and that the One 
Direction Facebook page achieved 3.9 times 
more page likes than the same period last 
year.

Genevieve Ampaduh, head of digital 
marketing for Syco, said: “Seeing the passion 
from the fans over the last three months has 

been incredible. The lucky winners 
had an amazing time but we wanted to 
make sure that all the fans across the 
world shared the experience of their 
trip as it was the culmination of the 
story that they had all been so involved 
with.”

Fans are able to find out the details of 
each winner and their country via the 
One Direction website. The five-part 
mini-series is available via Vevo. The 
remaining episodes will be released 
over the next few days.
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CAMPAIGNS:  
The latest projects from the digital marketing arena

Reveal Reveal: Bowie’s new 
single surprises
On 8th January, David Bowie 
announced his first release in a 
decade – ‘Where Are We Now?’ 
– from his new album (The Next 
Day) via his official website at 
5.30am (GMT). The release gained 
huge attention from the media, 
partly because Bowie was long 
presumed retired and there 
was not a hint that he would be 
releasing any new music, even 
though the album supposedly 
took over two years to record. 

Due to the surprise nature of the 
announcement – and the fact that Bowie is 

one of the most recognisable figures in rock 
history – the story was picked up by papers 
like The Times, which dedicated four pages 
to the release the following morning, as well 
as a variety of TV news outlets around the 
world. A rare case of an artist making the 
news just by putting a record out. 

The execution of the campaign was 
extremely sharp. From the minute the 
announcement went live so too were the 
options to view the video for the track and 
also pre-order it via Bowie’s website that re-
directed to iTunes. 

What’s most impressive is the fact that the 
single debuted at number six in the UK 
charts despite initial concerns that it wouldn’t 
be chart eligible as it was available as a free 
download to fans pre-ordering the full album 
(although fans could also opt to just buy the 
single if they wanted).

It shows that even in today’s 
connected world, certain 
global superstars can 
maintain mystique as well 
as control the terms of how 
their content is shared and 
when they unveil it. It also 
shows how effective social 
media can be if you actually 
have some exciting news that 
people want to share.

Destiny’s Child’s Nuclear 
attack
Bowie was not the only act to 
make a surprise comeback in 
recent weeks as Destiny’s Child 
have also made a (partial) return. 
Beyoncé broke the news of the 
group’s new collection, Love 
Songs, via her official site and it 
was exclusively available to pre-
order on Amazon for $9.99 (US 
price). 

So far, so ordinary. But what was different 
here it that only new track from the 
collection, ‘Nuclear’, debuted via social 
media and tech blog Mashable along with 
the album’s track listing and announcement 
of the new Destiny’s Child Tumblr page. The 
audio preview for ‘Nuclear’ 
was hosted via SoundCloud, 
allowing the track to reach 
as many users as possible. 
The widget’s buy button then 
directed fans to the Amazon 
page. The track received just 
under 500k streams in two days 
and shows the power of a site 
like Mashable as the article has 
now been shared over 15k times.

What’s exciting about this 
campaign is the fact that 

Destiny’s Child popularity peak predates 
the rise of social media and their profiles 
are currently seeing little traction, which is 
probably due to the lack of previous updates. 
The Destiny’s Child Twitter account has a 
lowly 1,783 followers, but this will surely 
skyrocket over the next couple of days, 
especially as the individual band members 
collectively have over 11.5m Twitter followers.

It’s a similar story on Facebook, too. The 
official Destiny’s Child account has 280k 
likes at the time of writing compared to the 
collective amount of nearly 44m likes for the 
individual pages of the artists combined.

We’re looking forward to some innovative 
campaigns from Sony’s Legacy Recordings 
and how they catch up on the things that 
many music marketers take for granted such 
as large mailing lists and a huge social media 
following.
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TOOLS
SoPost

The London-based startup has 
recently run campaigns for Noel 
Gallagher and PIAS, helping 
them to fulfill the delivery of 
physical items by tying fans’ 
social identities to their real-
world addresses.
Still in its early days, SoPost (short for Social 
Post) aims to improve and simplify the 
delivery of physical items by linking users’ 
social IDs with their various postal addresses 
in order to ensure that items are delivered 
to the right place and at the right time. Or 
as founder Jonny Grubin puts it, “SoPost is 
about turning the things that we know and 
that rarely change – like our social IDs and 
email addresses – into our physical locations, 
creating almost a proxy for postal addresses 
in the process.”

So, for instance, someone could set up a 
SoPost account specifying that they expect 
items to be posted to their work address 
Monday-Friday and to their home address 
at the weekends; using this account when 
making online purchases would then ensure 
accurate deliveries. The service could also 
be useful amongst younger consumers who 
tend to move a lot (parents’ home, student 
accommodation, moving in/out with friends 
etc.), helping contacts post gifts to each 
other without having to keep track of their 
current addresses. 

In talks with Music Ally about the potential 
of SoPost in the music industry, Grubin 
explained, “Because what we do is turn your 
social identity into your postal address, it 
presents nice opportunities for brands and 
artists to engage with fans in new ways, 
merging the online and physical world, be it 
for doing something in social commerce or 
running a creative promotion campaign”.

We became particularly interested in SoPost 
after it recently ran campaigns for Noel 
Gallagher and PIAS. The company worked 
with the former’s label, Sour Mash Records, 
last December, powering a website that 
enabled fans to buy and gift limited-edition 
DVDs to friends without needing to know 
their addresses. All senders had to do was 
enter payment details and their friends’ 
Facebook or Twitter IDs and; the receiver 
would get an email about the gift and asking 
to specify which address it should be sent to.

In the case of PIAS, the company created 
a limited-edition run of a new multi-artist 
compilation CD with 10 tracks, promoting it 
with their artists via social media, giving it 
away to those who tweeted the campaign 
hashtag through SoPost. “They did not have 
to spend a lot of money on the campaign, 
or deal with tricky logistics and data 
management. SoPost took care of all the 
fulfillment for PIAS,” said Grubin.

SoPost gets particularly interesting when it 
comes to its plans for providing consumers’ 
data to brands, aiming to help them 
understand more accurately who their 
following on social media is. Grubin told 
Music Ally, “We can say, for example, that 
out of the 1k people who took part in your 
campaign, 40% are aged 18-24, they like 
music, the live in South East England, and 
their annual income is £25k to £30k”.

In order to provide this level of information, 
SoPost will consolidate its social and physical 
data with that of the likes of credit risk 
companies such as Call Credit. “We’ll have 
broad mosaic information about users – so 
nothing personal is ever shared and nothing 
is ever tied to individual users. For example, 
we could help a partner understand that 80% 
of their followers fall into the ‘Ben & Chloe’ 

category – young educated 
people in urban areas starting 
out in life.”

While SoPost has not yet 
implemented these features, 
it is important for artists and 
brands to tread carefully in this 
area. At the moment, SoPost’s 
users dashboard and sign-
up pages make no reference 
to credit risk juxtapositions 
of data (though the mosaic 
information is mentioned in the 

company’s privacy policy), and the degree of 
sensitivity of such information could lead to 
confusion.

“Our stance is to be open and honest about 
the information we hold, what we do with 
it, and to ultimately put users in charge of 
their data. I think the biggest concern from 
users is how their data is stored. I don’t mind 
too much if my phone company knows 
everything about me – it’s a reality that they 
do – but I do care if they’re not looking after 
that information properly,” stressed Grubin.

Leaving these concerns aside, SoPost’s 
activities around physical products, gifting, 
social media and D2C are indeed interesting. 
The startup is still in its early days, but it’s 
worth thinking about some of it ideas and 
their potential for running innovative and 
engaging campaigns.
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INTERVIEW 
David King Lassman – co-founder, Vyclone

investment. Off the back of that, we took 
money from DreamWorks and Live Nation. 
The Live Nation deal is something we had to 
work hard to get. That gave us a good base 
from which we could scale our team. It is 
development-heavy. The system underlying 
this is massive and there is a lot of heavy 
lifting going on. 

How are videos on it split by content?

When we launched we pulled away from 
music a little bit. We wanted to be a social 
video app. As it went online, the music 
industry fell on us. 

Music is currently the most popular 
expression of Vyclone – and that can 
range from a big rock concert to someone 
recording their friend playing guitar. Between 
30% and 40% of all video uploads are music-
related. The next most popular category is 
parties/social gatherings. 

How does it work?

If you make a long video, it’s going to take up 
a lot of your bandwidth and take a lot of time 
to upload. We restrict movies to 60 seconds 
or less on the commercially available app. We 
also optimise the resolution of the video for 
the mobile phone. 

We can – by event or by invitation – take 
off that 60-second limit. When people 

Why did you set Vyclone up?

Joe Sumner, my co-founder [and son of 
Sting], is a musician. He was playing in 
Lithuania a few years ago and saw a sea of 
mobile phones recording his gig. The next 
day his manager said over 600 videos of the 
gig had been uploaded to YouTube – all of 
which, of course, were absolute rubbish. Joe 
has his epiphany there and wondered what 
would happen if he took all those videos 
and combined them together so the whole 
would be greater than the sum of the parts: 
mash up all the videos, strip out the audio 
and replace it with high quality audio from 
the gig. 

We pooled together to make a prototype and 
that took about a year. We tested recording 
from different cameras to have those videos 
mash together to form one event. Our 
second epiphany was realising that it was 
way bigger than music and was actually 
social video. 

We had a long-running agreement with 
Universal that, once Vyclone was up and 
running, they would partner with us. Rob 
Wells [president of global digital business 
at Universal Music Group] put us in touch 
with Madonna’s manager, Guy Oseary. He 
is in a startup fund with Ashton Kutcher 
and Ron Burkle [A-Grade Investments]. 
Within two days we had a terms sheet for 

Vyclone launched its social 
video app in May last year and 
has been focusing on music 
in recent months, allowing 
multi-angle recording of live 
shows that can be stitched 
together using audio from 
the mixing desk – and also 
opening it up for other fans to 
remix. YouTube is awash with 
fan-shot footage but audio 
has always been the weak 
link. Here co-founder David 
King Lassman explains what 
artists and labels can get out 
of it, how the investment by 
Live Nation will position it in 
the concert market, why Ed 
Sheeran is better at engaging 
fans than Madonna and how 
Vyclone could become “like a 
piece of merchandise”. 

walked into the Ed Sheeran concert at the 
Hammersmith Apollo [in October 2012], 
because we knew they were there, we were 
able to tell them they could record for three 
minutes and in HD if they wanted. We can 
play around with that but for most uses it’s 
60 seconds of recording time, optimised for 
the phone. 

We know when a Vyclone user starts 
recording in a specific geographic location. 
If someone else happens to be recording 
within the vicinity of them, we automatically 
bring those videos together into one event. 
We make an assumption that they are filming 
the same thing. Geo-positioning works very 
accurately on very little bandwidth. 
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How do you make money?

Right now, as with many technology 
companies like ours, we are focused on 
educating the market into this new paradigm 
and building as much of a presence in it as 

possible. We are doing that by partnering 
strategically with existing entities – which 
brings exposure. That’s why we did the Ed 
Sheeran gig with Atlantic Records. We have 
also worked with Madonna and No Doubt. 

We are also working with Jason Mraz at 
Madison Square Garden in New York. We are 
doing these events as we are building our 
exposure so more and more people know 
about us and download the app. Ed Sheeran 
brought us probably 10,000 new users just 
because he tweeted and wrote about it. 

Will you eventually charge for it?

There will certainly be a freemium element, 
but right now that’s not our focus. Revenue 
models are presenting themselves to us on 
a daily basis, but I don’t want to be drawn 
on which specific one we will go down. 
The revenues are going to start coming on 
stream throughout 2013. 

We have already started making money 
through things like collaborations and 
partnerships with brands that we are 
charging to help with their campaigns. That 
is low-hanging fruit. It’s easy and it can turn 
us into a profitable business in its own right; 
but that’s not really what’s driving us at the 
moment. We don’t just want to be profitable 
– we want to be massive. We want to be 
shifting the way people record videos. 

Our vision is to give 
people a sense of 
entitlement so that 
every time they hold 
up their phone they 
know they are going 
to get the angle of 
anyone else that is 
filming around them. In 
order to execute that 
vision, it’s not about 
asking if we can charge 
$100,000 to work with 
a fashion brand during New York Fashion 
Week. It’s about shifting behaviour. It’s about 
knowing that mobile operators and phone 
manufacturers know about us. Maybe we can 
get bundled into devices or be strategically 
aligned with some of the biggest technology 
companies. By the way, all of those things are 
happening. 

Will you work on a revenue share with the 
fans who actually shoot the footage?

That is completely possible and could 
happen in a whole manner of ways – either at 
the source or at broadcast. You could wrap 
advertising around it – as YouTube already 
does. Down the line, that is absolutely an 
opportunity for people involved in this to 
generate cash. 

How do you work with artists and labels?

What we enjoyed about the relationship we 
had with Ed Sheeran and Atlantic is that they 
approached us, said they really liked our 
technology and wanted to do something 
interesting with it. A lot of acts could have 
told fans to download Vyclone and record the 
gig. That’s great but I can show you dozens 
and dozens of videos from rock shows. Ed 
had a new single coming out, so they did a 
call out to his fans, saying anyone coming 
to his Hammersmith Apollo shows could 
record ‘Give Me Love’, his new single, and 
they would make a mash-up from the show 
for that song and that will become one of the 
official videos. 

They also did a call out to the fans who were 
not going to be at the gig and said they 
could record themselves doing things to 
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specific parts of the song. It was a way for 
Ed to engage with his fans and give them a 
sense of ownership of something as big as a 
forthcoming single. 

Jason Mraz is using Vyclone for a track called 
‘Plane’. He is playing Madison Square Garden 
and has people make a movie with him. He is 
actually going to go on stage with an iPhone 
filming through Vyclone – he is filming them 
filming him. They have flown in from all 
around the world his über-fans, all of whom 
are going to be filming through Vyclone. 
We are a technology company and can give 
labels and acts the tools and they come up 
with the creative application for them. We 
can give them pointers but what is really 
encouraging is they are being creative. 

What are the dos and don’ts of using 
Vyclone in your marketing? 

We have done enough of them now to know 
where the pitfalls are. In short it comes down 
to messaging. If an artist or brand wants 
consumers to engage with a product that 
is going to generate content, they have to 
know about it and they have to know about it 
in advance. You have to ensure they get the 
message in advance [i.e. before a tie-in gig]. 
You have to give them a reason to engage. 
What are they getting out of it? 

This all comes down to how it is 
communicated. If it can come from the artists 

themselves, it is much more effective. What 
Ed Sheeran did was to tweet about it, put 
it on his website, create a YouTube video 
explaining what he was going to do – so it 
carried integrity. Madonna, by contrast, was 
successful but they did very late messaging. 
They used it in the final gigs of her tour at 
Miami over two nights. They put it out on her 
Facebook page. 

One of the things we were nervous about 
was how many of her fans going to the gigs 
in Miami would have seen her Facebook 
and made the connection. We had a team 
at Miami and we had Madonna’s team in 
the arena beforehand handing out flyers to 
download the app. That is how we got the 
engagement on the night. We saw a small 
bump on the night of the Madonna gig but 
we saw a more significant bump when it 
started to feed through the wires. With Ed 
Sheeran, we saw a massive spike in users. 

Could Google take your ideas and do 
this on YouTube, blowing you out of the 
water?

I welcome competition as it validates a 
proposition. Let me put it this way – this is not 
an easy product to replicate. There is a great 
deal of very smart IP here, all of which we 
have protected. 

Apple and Samsung show patents can be 
dragged through the courts…

They can be dragged through the courts 
but as our patents attorney says it’s always 
a mark of success when someone sues you 
over a patent abuse as it implies you have 
reached a point where you are worth suing. 
We put those protections in place because 
there is something here worth protecting. 
It’s not going to be easy for someone to do 
what we are doing. It would be easier for a 

company like Google to 
acquire a company like 
us. Of course we look 
at the market to see if 
there is anyone moving 
into this space. We are 
extremely ambitious 
and have lofty goals for 
this company. 

Where do you want to be in three years?

We want Vyclone to be powering mobile 
video. We want to be the SoundCloud of 
video. We want to be behind every video 
recording. We believe that when people 
record through Vyclone, video is going to 
be better and richer and the digesting of 
video will be more rewarding. In order to 
achieve that, we need to grow quickly and 
collaborate. We need to be very clear that 
our success is entwined in the strategic deals 
that we can pull off.

What about other platforms?

We are well into the development stage [for 
Android]. It won’t be too far into the future. 
We need to have an Android version. The 
Windows product and how Microsoft is going 
to rise to the occasion intrigue me. It’s do or 
die for Nokia. Commercially it doesn’t make 
any sense for us to have a Windows version 
[now] but Microsoft and Nokia have both 
been very aggressive in forming strategic 
alliances with best of breed products.

How does copyright apply here? 

We are working with all the necessary 
parties – the labels, the publishers and so 
on so we get clearance for these things. We 
also have good DMCA policies in place. Rob 
Wells says, “There are two ways the music 
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business can go with UGC. We can pursue 
them to the ends of the earth and it’s going 
to cost us a fortune and it’s going to make us 
really unpopular. Or you can take the view 
that these fans who go to a concert and who 
record 30 seconds or 30 minutes of video to 
put it up on YouTube are kind of doing our 
marketing for us.” 

He doesn’t believe they are doing anything 
to impact what’s left of their business. He 
thinks, if anything, they are helping it. The 
publishers may have a slightly different view 
on that and some will have a more extreme 
view than others. But I think even the 
publishers know that this is something you 
just cannot police and enforce. 

One thing we can offer artists is to explain 
that it is going on anyway and they can 
control this much better if they are doing to 
through our platform. If an artist was feeling 
prima donna-ish and didn’t think they sang 
a song particularly well, we can remove all 
those videos. We can also take those videos 
and channel them down whatever route 
they want – to YouTube, to their website or 
Facebook. We can control this content is a 
much better way than if people are left to 
their own devices. If Vyclone became the 
de facto concert recording tool, that could 
actually help everybody. 

Radiohead recently made available a gig 
from Prague in 2009 that was shot by fans, 
approved by the band (who gave them 
the mixing desk audio) and making it 
available for free to stream and download. 
Is this the tipping point?

Radiohead have always been very forward 
thinking. We know that people are recording 
gigs and that artists are becoming more 
enthusiastic about letting them doing that 
and wanting to give everyone a really good 
experience. 

If we know what seat you are in at an arena 
as Live Nation has that information, we can 
metatag Vyclone movies at any point. So 
imagine a scenario where we are choosing 
Vyclone sources to out into a final edit, we 
may want video sources from the front 15 
rows stage left and we will be able to pool 
that because of the relationship we have 
with Live Nation. That is one hypothetical 
application we have talked with them about. 
Certainly also doing stuff in the venues with 
their increasingly approving bandwidth. 

Does your deal with Live Nation preclude 
you from working with other live 
companies?

No. Not at all. We would have been absolutely 
nuts to have made an exclusive deal with 
them. We are partner-agnostic and we have 

to be partner-agnostic. We have had people 
wanting to engage with us to do exclusive 
stuff and it just a non-starter. We are not 
interested. 

Is Vyclone a marketing channel for acts 
and labels? Or a revenue source?

We are very passionate about making 
sure musicians are well represented here. 
One of the unfortunate things about the 
digital revolution for music was that people 
may talk about how the record labels got 
summarily fucked, musicians got fucked the 
hardest. We’d like to think this could return 
something to the artists. Let’s imagine a 
revenue model like this: once we have got 
a critical mass and once we have a strong 
relationship with Live Nation embedded with, 
say, Ticketmaster, we can treat Vyclone like a 
piece of merchandise. 

We know that people go to gigs and that 
they pay through the nose for a really crap 
T-shirt with the band’s name on it; so we 
can imagine a scenario where you go to 
a concert having paid $150 for your ticket 
and Vyclone is rolled it at $1.99 or $3.99, 
say, depending on who the artist is or what 
the venue is. For that, you get the right to 
record the concert legally, you get access to 
everybody else’s footage around you as well 
as sharing your footage with them and you 
might get an MP3 download of the gig as we 

are going to be capturing the audio anyway 
to use in the videos. So we are extending the 
life of this experience. That’s why people buy 
merchandise. 
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Music charts:	
9th - 15th January 2013

Scrobbled...   Last.fm
 1.  The Lumineers  -  Ho Hey

2.  Alt-J  -  Breezeblocks

3.  Rihanna  -  Diamonds

 4.  Taylor Swift  -  We Are Never Ever... 

5.  Bruno Mars  -  Locked Out of Heaven

Streamed...   Spotify UK
1.   James Arthur  -  Impossible

2.  Bruno Mars  -  Locked Out of Heaven

3.  Rihanna  -  Diamonds

4.  Olly Murs  -  Troublemaker

5.  The Lumineers  -  Ho Hey

Watched...   YouTube
1.   PSY  -  GANGNAM STYLE 

2.  One Direction  -  Kiss You

3.  Rihanna  -  Diamonds   

4.  Taylor Swift  -  I Knew You Were Trouble   

5.  will.i.am  -  Scream & Shout 

Tweeted...  Twitter charts - Hype Machine

1.   NAPT  -  Baby I Like It

2.  Shift Key  -  Wiggle With It

3.  TheJaneDoze  -  Follow Running Foxes

4.  Buku  - All Deez

5.  Jez Dior  -  Love Me To Death

Consumed...  Big Champagne - Ultimate Charts

1.   Taylor Swift  -  I Knew You Were Trouble   

2.  PSY  -  GANGNAM STYLE 

3.  Bruno Mars  -  Locked Out of Heaven

4.  The Lumineers  -  Ho Hey

5.  will.i.am  -  Scream & Shout 

Shared...  ShareMyPlaylists
1.   Swedish House Mafia  -  Don’t You Worry Child

2.  PSY  -  GANGNAM STYLE

3.  Skrillex  -  Bangarang

4.  Rihanna  -  Diamonds  

5.  Swedish House Mafia  -  Greyhound

Grown...   Next Big Sound
1.   Justin Bieber

2.  One Direction

3.  Rihanna

4.  Taylor Swift

5.  Bruno Mars

Blogged...   Hype Machine
1.   Flight Facilities  -  Clair De Lune

2.  MNDR  -  Feed Me Diamonds

3.  Marina and the Diamonds  -  Lies

4.  Electric Guest -  Awake

5.  Emancipator  -  Minor Cause

Talked about...   We Are Hunted
1.   Ra Ra Riot  -  Dance With Me

2.  SBTRKT  -  Hold On / Migration

3.  Guards  -  Ready To Go

4.  Azealia Banks  -  No Problems

5.  Toro y Moi  -  Lyin

Tagged...   Shazam
1.   will.i.am  -  Scream & Shout 

2.  Macklemore & Ryan Lewis  -  Thrift Shop

3.  Bruno Mars  -  Locked Out Of Heaven 

4.  Swedish House Mafia  -  Don’t You Worry Child

5.  The Lumineers  -  Ho Hey

Bought...   iTunes UK
1.   Taylor Swift  -   I Knew You Were Trouble

2.  Bruno Mars  -  Locked Out Of Heaven 

3.  The Lumineers  -  Ho Hey

4.  Swedish House Mafia  -  Don’t You Worry Child

5.  Pitbull  -  Don’t Stop the Party
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